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Abstract: As an active mode of transportation, walking has proven to be an effective strategy to tackle
environmental problems while improving health. The current paper highlights the main factors
that either encourage or deter pedestrians in their daily trips by analyzing the arisen discussions
in three different Focus Groups (FGs), which were later synthesized into factors ranking according
to their positive or negative outcomes. The results help identify these factors and show how a
variety of target groups (seniors, young adults, middle-aged adults, divided by male and female
perspective) perceive the city in different ways: younger adults prioritize accessibility and quality
of the infrastructure, females highlighted the insecurity suffered during nighttime trips, and older
adults emphasized the relevance of street maintenance. Finally, the benefits of walking on physical
and mental health are viewed positively amongst all target groups, considering walking as a means
to help people reduce stress.
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1. Introduction

Pedestrians play a vital role in the metropolis from the social, health, or urban mobility
points of view. Walking represents the oldest means of transport, and the most universal
and sustainable way to access the city, which reverts to the dwellers’ perception of the
city [1]. In other words, walking promotes a cordial relationship between individuals
and the urban environment by participating in cultural and commercial street activities,
appreciating architectural beauty, or interacting with other pedestrians [2].

Despite all the advantages of walking, the acceptance of the Modern Urbanism Move-
ment has fed a debate about the private car monopolizing public space since the Athens
Charter was signed in 1930. The increase in the use of private vehicles over the 20th century
has allowed the development of sprawling cities and reduced the importance of proximity
relationships [3,4]. The excesses in motorized transport contribute to 70% of environmental
pollution and 40% of greenhouse gas emissions in European cities [5] and are estimated to
cause more than 400,000 deaths annually [5,6].

Furthermore, the dependence on motorized transportation has facilitated a seden-
tary lifestyle [7,8]. Nowadays, more than 30% of all adults are estimated to engage in
insufficient physical activity, which is directly associated with an increase in mortality
due to cardiovascular diseases, type 2 diabetes, or cancer [9]. Promoting active modes of
transportation improves not only the physical but also the mental health of citizens [10],
as well as reducing emissions and congestion in cities [11,12]. Therefore, active modes
of transport (walking and cycling) are necessary to improve air quality and encourage
combined and more sustainable mobility in cities [5].

The need for radical re-thinking, together with pressing socio-economic issues, has
prompted modern cities to adopt urban planning mechanisms to ensure that a better
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quality of life is granted [13]. Different urban renewal projects have emerged in recent
years to bring pedestrians back to the centre of the public space design, specifically by
reducing the use of private vehicles in daily mobility [6]. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the concept of a “15-min City”, which derives from the city of proximity concept, spread
widely, positioning travel time as the central indicator for urban planning [13–15]. Slow
City or Cittàslow is another philosophy that combines time and urbanism that emerged
at the beginning of the 21st century in Italy. Many authors recommend slowing down the
daily rhythm of everyday mobility and establishing an alternative to the domination of
mechanized traffic in urban spaces [16,17]. Some initiatives, such as the pedestrianization
of urban centres or certain historical relevance areas, and the restriction of private vehicles,
are gaining relevance, focusing attention on the pedestrian in urban design [17].

2. Research Project and Objectives

The present study aimed to analyse the main factors that may improve pedestrian
transportation and the impact that they may have on people’s willingness to change their
mobility habits. In fact, this paper is part of a larger research project called DESPACIO,
within the framework of the I + D+i RETOS Research Programme (Ministerio de Ciencia,
Industria y Competencia, 2017), which looks for better strategies towards promoting
walkability by analysing different cases of study, such as Madrid, from varied approaches,
such as face-to-face discussions which is the one presented in the present paper. Therefore,
this paper conveys only a part of the results of a more extensive project, which sets a basis
for further analysis and surveys.

In this context, this paper aims to:

• Identify the main factors that encourage or deter pedestrians from using the street as a
transportation infrastructure

• Analyze how different factors can influence walking choices and routes in the built
environment

• Prioritize and organize the factors according to their importance and types of pedestrians

To address these objectives, three Focus Group (FG) discussions were conducted. The
primary aim of this research is to assess different factors which stemmed from a previous
literature review, according to perceptions expressed in the FGs. These were explored
according to age and gender criteria under the hypothesis that they might determine
these perceptions.

Previous contemporary studies have focused on using virtual scenarios or internet data
to address mobility difficulties [18–20]. However, they have shown that these innovative
approaches may still face technical and methodological issues that need to be solved in
future processes [18], focus on traffic environments [19] and not consider the different
atmospheres of a city, and can disconnect people from their real contexts and problems.
Some others have adopted a country comparative [21] or addressed whole countries to
study their pedestrian behaviours [22,23]. Parallelly, the FG methodology was found useful
to address individual urban issues, such as what makes a level crossing unsafe [24] or
vulnerable groups’ points of view on pedestrian accessibility [25,26]. The latter offer an
end-user perspective on the urban scene that could be of extreme value to understanding
what hinders or promotes walkability.

Thus, this paper will focus on actively listening to pedestrians’ preferences by im-
plementing the FG methodology in a smaller scenario such as Madrid to transform the
qualitative data of users into a quantitative chart to rank the different factors gathered from
the studied literature references.

3. Literature Context for the Study

The urban environment plays a key role in pedestrian mobility, and multiple fac-
tors may foster or hinder walkability and pedestrians’ willingness towards it. For exam-
ple, sharing the streets with other pedestrians, prioritizing this means over others, and
streets’ conditions favour access to everyday, local needs [1]. Several researchers have
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examined the walkability of the built environment by adopting different concepts and
approaches. Adkins et al. [27] highlighted the importance of the attractiveness of streets,
while Gori et al. [28] suggested connectivity as the main feature for the urban scene to be
more attractive for pedestrians.

Most authors have classified the conditions for achieving pedestrian environments
under four main blocks: accessibility, safety/security, comfort, and attractiveness [29–32].
When pedestrians’ needs associated with either of these blocks are covered, it is possible to
achieve better pedestrian quality. This reality highlights the need for a specific analysis of
these elemental conditions to identify other factors influencing pedestrians at an individual
level (e.g., cultural, socioeconomic, geographic, age, gender, etc.) [15,31,33]. Some authors
have considered more complex dimensions, such as space syntax and the different scales of
the built environment or streets [34].

The current study focuses on the four categories or blocks mentioned above represent-
ing the basis. In addition to these four blocks, an additional Health block was considered
a key factor of discussion since people’s living area highly influence their well-being, as
many authors have proved [35]. The aspects that may hamper a good quality of life can be
the consequence of all four previously mentioned blocks; thus, health has been considered
transversally throughout the analysis as a fifth block, together with the base four suggested
by the literature.

This five blocks diagram is the most optimal for the FG’s planning and development
so the general public can understand the content using a holistic and simplified figure
(Figure 1).
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In the following subsections, there is a more extensive definition of each of the five
blocks. This analysis set the theoretical framework for the FG analysis and discussion.
These have triggered a list of factors that may promote or hinder walkability, so this paper
will overcome previous studies by providing a comprehensive inside into each category.

3.1. Accessibility

Accessibility is the structuring condition, especially the physical one. It refers to the
existence of a pedestrian infrastructure. It represents key aspects of pedestrian mobility,
from the pavement continuity to the materials, including obstacles that prevent people
from walking [29,31,36]. Most of these also condition inclusive mobility for people of
different abilities because pedestrian transportation is the most inclusive of all the means
of transport provided streets present proper design and maintenance [37–39].

Other perspectives on accessibility also include the possibility of a connection between
different parts of the city, even by using public transport [40,41], which would improve
pedestrian walkability by reducing the need to use private vehicles.

3.2. Safety/Security

The second condition to analyze is the sense of reliability conveyed by both the urban
configuration and the infrastructure available to the pedestrian as an individual. Talavera-
García and Soria Lara [29] mentioned three approaches to examine pedestrian mobility: the
pedestrian as a mode of transport, the pedestrian as the environment, and a combination
of both.
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Numerous researchers focused on road safety, including the friction between different
modes of transport [29,42–44]. The fear of being attacked in the public space can likewise
affect physical integrity [45–47].

Notably, some factors served as both security and comfort issues in different studies.
For example, Alfonzo [30] considered traffic calming measures as a comfort factor, but
Talavera-García and Soria-Lara [29] included these measures as part of security.

This safety and security feeling is also altered by the gender perspective, as women
tend to detect more threats than men due to historical discrimination and current urban
practices [48].

3.3. Comfort

Comfort may be the most complex aspect to quantify because of the diversity of
nuances involved in this concept (e.g., physical or psychological) [49,50]. Furthermore,
it includes different variables that may fluctuate because of particular personal prefer-
ences, ranging from meteorological aspects to street furniture, ornamental elements or
vegetation [51,52].

To address this issue, the FG focused on the factors that generate stress regarding
walkability, so as to find about this category from the counterpart.

3.4. Attractiveness

Attractiveness refers to the landscapes along the pedestrian routes. The 3Ds model
(design, diversity, density) originally proposed by Cervero and Kockelman [53] has scaled
up since then to other factors such as scale, image deterioration, or sense of belonging or
familiarity [54,55]. Accordingly, dense streets with various types of land use are essential
for pedestrian-space design and fostering pedestrian mobility [56]. Shops and stores
create attractive atmospheres, ensuring citizens’ participation in the economic and cultural
scene [29].

3.5. Health

As stated in the introduction of this paper, many studies consider pollution and
aggressive environments the cause of multiple physical and mental diseases. Numerous
urban design studies have proven the connection and the effects that the city has on
the health of its inhabitants [26] and made special emphasis on specific conditions for
the different age groups, such as loneliness for the senior population [44], mental health
problems in the youngsters [45] and the cardiovascular diseases of middle-aged adults for
low physical activity [43]. A moderate activity of just 150 min per week is enough to tackle
several of the most predominant causes of death in the European Union countries. At the
same time, as with any other physical activity, stress is decreased by releasing endorphins
and other neurotransmitters [46].

Active mobility can have both direct and indirect health-improving effects: it can
reduce the risk of developing cardiovascular diseases and car dependency, which trans-
lates into better air street quality [47]. Also, by reducing car speed or applying slow-city
techniques, it would be possible to mitigate the sensation of feeling rushed or the stress
that the city may exercise over the citizens [16,48].

3.6. Resulting Factors According to the Different Content Blocks

The following table (Table 1) condenses all the factors extracted from the literature
analysis and it would be used for the Focus Group comments’ analysis.
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Table 1. Factors extracted from the literature review and to be used in the after-FG analysis.

Pavement Width Total width for pedestrian infrastructure

Material The material used on the pavement, as well as comments on the materials: paving,
tile, or conglomerate

Architectural barriers and obstacles Element, fixed or semi-fixed, permanent or semi-permanent, which reduces the
effective pavement width

Continuity of the pedestrian infrastructure Problems to continue the pedestrian route due to the absence of infrastructure or
the inadequate resolution of intersections

Maintenance Preserve the quality of the infrastructure compared to the originalA
C

C
ES

SI
B

IL
IT

Y

Walking Speed Pedestrian speed during the journey, being limited or reduced by infrastructure
and/or the presence of crowds

Traffic intensity Number of vehicles running on a certain section of a street

Traffic speed Speed of vehicles running on a certain section of street

Friction with other Modes of Transport Conflicts between pedestrians and other modes of transport (collective or
individual), due to the invasion of the pavement

Wayfinding Intuitive understanding of the urban environmentSA
FE

T
Y

Signalling Any indication, both vertical and horizontal, related to road safety in public spaces

Visibility Ease of pedestrians to see and be seen in a certain public space

Fear Individual perception of the likelihood of accidents, both because of the
infrastructure (falling) and by other individuals (physical assault)

SE
C

U
R

IT
Y

Accompaniment The social act or the creation of social relationships while walking

Weather Set of atmospheric conditions

Distance The total length of the pedestrian journey

Travel Time The time needed to complete the pedestrian journey

Travel Time Availability Having enough time or not requiring being at a certain time and place

Preference in Modal Choice Individual preference to walk versus other modes of transportation

Noise Atmospheric quality loss related to increased decibels

Contamination Atmospheric quality loss related to increased particulates and toxic substances in
the air

Departure Time Variations in the itinerary caused by the start time of the journey

Urban Furniture Set of objects and pieces of equipment installed in the public space (benches,
fountains, etc.)

Shade Public space without the incidence of the sun’s rays due to the presence of
vegetation, buildings, or other elements

Vegetation Set of plants distributed in the urban space

C
O

M
FO

R
T

Slope The inclination of infrastructure or public space by topography

Diversity Variety of land uses and commercial activities

Density The concentration of commercial activities

Design Image and representativeness of space

Deterioration Variation of original design due to vandalism or dirtiness

A
T

T
R

A
C

T
IV

EN
ES

S

Sense of Belonging The FG participant considers that it is part of the space, enjoying spaces and
activities in the environment

Easing Spend time walking to improve individuals’ mental wellbeing

H
EA

LT
H

Physical Activity The performance of physical exercise motivates the FG participant to walk in
urban spaces
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4. Methodology

Focus Group (FG) is a method widely employed in sociological research to understand
perceptions, ideas, and opinions of a certain population on a plan, policy, or trend [49]. In
the FGs, a reduced number of participants interact around a topic of discussion, whose
ultimate conclusions lead to specific qualitative data. Free discussion among the at-
tendants is key to achieving remarkable outcomes, being this the main difference with
group interviews.

This methodology may present some demerits since the analysis of the compiled
conclusions from an FG is complex as it does not represent statistical data nor fits every
line of research [50]. However, the FG method is relevant to the goal of the current paper,
which is to understand the perceptions and feelings of the population in a specific context.
Thus, FG is the optimal tool for the objective of the present analysis: understanding the
different factors that affect walkability and pedestrians’ priorities.

To grant the most appropriate way to develop the FGs, we followed some recommen-
dations provided by Kitzinger [50] and Krueger & Casey [49] and adapted them to the
specific case of this study (Table 2):

Table 2. Recommendations on FG methodology extracted from literature and adaptations made to
the current study.

Kitzinger [50] and Krueger & Casey [49] Recommendations Adaptations to the Present Case Study
It is advisable to create groups of 6 to 10 people that can

represent different target groups. Groups between 6 and 7 people were created.

The figures of the moderator and reporter are advised to guide
and live-transcribe the sessions accordingly.

In each group, two moderators and one reporter guided the
session to maintain a neutral position as far as possible.

The first step would be to raise the topic question and lead the
participants to discuss freely the issues they consider more

important. Moderators may arise some points that are not being
considered or intervene if the discussion is going in a different

direction than the set one.

The moderators only intervene to raise unexplored topics, and
also presented examples to facilitate the debate.

Sessions need to be recorded to transcribe word by word the
conclusions of the FG.

Full transcriptions were provided thanks to an audio recording.
Once transcribed, live transcriptions of gestures and non-verbal

communication were added.

The total length of the session ought to be 1 h and be dynamic. Every session was 1 h long and was guided by the moderators,
to keep the conversation active throughout the session.

In this paper, three FG were carried out in March 2019 to gather data from multiple
backgrounds, organizing three gatherings that represented different age-related target
groups while maintaining gender parity:

• Young adults (18 to 34 years old), held in the Civil Engineering Faculty at the Universi-
dad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM). Made up of six people, three of them being women.

• Middle-aged adults (35 to 64 years old), held in the Civil Engineering Faculty at the
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM). Made up of seven people, four of them
being women.

• Older adults—retired (over 65 years old), held in a Social Community Center from
Madrid. Made up of seven people, five of them being women.

Additionally, two people with restricted mobility (with visual disability) and two
parents with young children participated in order to grant the inclusion of different needs,
in addition to varied working profiles, among the participants. Although these externalities
were not assessed during the analysis, they delivered more fruitful conclusions from the
FG sessions.

These people were recruited from different backgrounds and through varied channels
to increase the variety of represented collectives: people with disability associations from
Madrid, university students and personnel, social networking sites and direct communica-
tion with former collaborators in previous projects.
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A total of three people conducted the sessions:

• Two moderators to grant full participation of all the attendees. They were in charge
of introducing the different blocks of discussion, with no fixed questions to keep the
dialogue as natural as possible. They allowed free debate on the most relevant factors
according to the participants. No distinction was made to the aim of the pedestrian
trip, as every destination could provide valuable inputs on the topic, showing different
needs for different purposes.

• One reporter to note down all the reactions that did not reflect on audio.

The subsequent transcriptions and classifications were supervised by the moderators
and reporters to provide as much objectivity as possible. All participants were informed of
their anonymity being assured, about the purpose of the research, how their data would be
used, and lack of risks associated with the project.

After conducting the FG discussions, a subsequent classification of the comments
according to age and gender was made following the selected factors and blocks (Figure 1
and Table 1). This classification also examined the extent to which these factors encourage
(positive), discourage (negative), or do not affect (neutral) pedestrians according to age
and gender. The reporter collected non-verbal signs such as nodding or shaking of the
head for a thorough analysis. Consequently, contributions will be analysed including the
following information:

• Transcripted comment
• Block (from Table 1)
• Factor (from Table 1)
• Gender: male or female
• Age group: 18–34, 35–64 or ≥65
• Type (of comment): positive, negative or neutral

Thus, the expected results of the present analysis are twofold:

• Factors ranking: Ranking on the relevance of the different factors for pedestrians,
measured by the number of mentions each of them received.

• Level of encouragement: Identification of the factors that hinder and foster walkability.

Therefore, the sequence followed in the present study is as follows (Figure 2):
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5. Results

A total of 858 comments resulted from the three FGs (301 from young adults, 282 from
middle-aged adults, and 275 from older adults). Some of the most relevant statements have
been reported in the discussion section.
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These comments translated into a ranking on the different factors that intervene in
walkability and the role in encouraging or discouraging, and the part that each block plays
in fostering pedestrian transportation.

5.1. Factors Ranking

By elaborating on different classifications according to the age group, it was possible
to rank the pedestrians’ priorities at different stages in life. The most remarkable finding
in this line was that young adults (Figure 3) show more balanced results than middle-
aged (Figure 4) and older adults (Figure 5), who present more variations amongst the
different blocks.

Additionally, different age groups displayed differing priorities. While middle-aged
and older adults mentioned Accessibility the most, Comfort and Attractiveness seemed
slightly more relevant for younger adults. It is also worth to mention that Health factors
were more relevant for younger people than for the older. Although seniors tend to present
a more elevated number of health issues that could be lessened with a more adequate
urban environment, the debate spotlighted that being healthy is one of the priorities of
current generations.

The resulting numbers (Figure 6) position accessibility as the block with the highest
number of mentions, including “architectural barriers” as the most mentioned factor.
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After classifying all the different comments according to the selected factors, they
were ranked by its relevance. As a result, Table 3 shows the list of factors extracted from a
previous literature review ordered according to the number of comments they received in
the FG sessions.

An importance factor % Imp (calculated by obtaining the percentage of mentions
per factor out of all the comments) was also incorporated in this graphic to display a
quantitative justification for the ranking.

Table 3. Factors prioritization according to the percentage of comments, and data per age group.
AC = Accessibility, SA = Safety, SE = Security, CO = Comfort, AT = Attractiveness, HE = Health.

% Imp per Age GroupAsp Factor % Imp No. Mentions 18–34 35–64 ≥65

A
C Architectural barriers and obstacles 11.3% 97 4.7% 14.5% 15.3%

SA Friction with other Modes of Transport 6.5% 56 3.3% 9.6% 6.9%

A
T Deterioration 6.4% 55 6.0% 6.0% 7.3%

A
C Pavement width 5.5% 47 3.3% 7.8% 5.5%

C
O Preference in Modal Choice 5.0% 43 6.3% 6.4% 2.2%

SE Fear 4.1% 35 5.3% 1.1% 5.8%
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Table 3. Cont.

% Imp per Age GroupAsp Factor % Imp No. Mentions 18–34 35–64 ≥65

C
O Weather 3.6% 31 2.7% 4.3% 4.0%

SA Traffic intensity 3.4% 29 3.3% 3.2% 3.6%

SA Signaling 3.4% 29 5.0% 0.7% 4.4%

A
C Material 3.3% 28 4.7% 2.1% 2.9%

C
O Vegetation 3.2% 27 1.0% 3.9% 4.7%

A
C Continuity of pedestrian infrastructure 3.0% 26 4.3% 0.4% 4.4%

H
E Easing 2.9% 25 4.7% 3.9% 0.0%

A
C Walking Speed 2.8% 24 4.0% 4.3% 0.0%

C
O Noise 2.8% 24 2.0% 2.5% 4.0%

A
T Design 2.8% 24 3.3% 0.0% 5.1%

C
O Travel Time 2.6% 22 4.0% 2.1% 1.5%

C
O Urban Furniture 2.5% 21 2.7% 2.5% 2.2%

A
T Sense of Belonging 2.5% 21 1.0% 5.3% 1.1%

A
T Density 2.5% 21 1.3% 3.2% 2.9%

C
O Travel Time Availability 2.3% 20 4.3% 2.1% 0.4%

C
O Distance 2.2% 19 3.3% 2.8% 0.4%

SE Visibility 2.0% 17 4.3% 0.7% 0.7%

C
O Departure Time 1.9% 17 4.7% 0.4% 0.7%

C
O Contamination 1.6% 14 0.3% 2.1% 2.5%

C
O Slope 1.6% 14 2.0% 0.4% 2.5%

C
O Shade 1.5% 13 0.7% 1.1% 2.9%

A
C Maintenance 1.4% 12 0.3% 2.1% 1.8%

SA Wayfinding 1.4% 12 2.0% 0.0% 2.2%

SE Accompaniment 1.3% 11 3.3% 0.0% 0.4%

H
E Physical Activity 1.1% 9 0.7% 1.8% 0.7%

SA Traffic speed 0.9% 8 1.0% 1.1% 0.7%

A
T Diversity 0.8% 7 0.3% 1.8% 0.4%
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5.2. Level of Encouragement and Discouragement

For each factor, it was analysed if people saw it as an element that commonly fosters or
hinders their walkability according to their experience in the urban scene. This part of the
study also considered the gender perspective, as the previous literature review suggested
different practical conceptions on the same theoretical issues.

For each factor, a percentage of the number of positive (Table 4) and negative mentions
(Table 5) by gender and age group was obtained, so as to see the different perceptions
that each gender and age group have towards the public space and factors affecting their
walkability behaviours. For this analysis, neutral comments were not considered as they
provided no insights on promoting or hindering walkability.

Table 4. Positive comments per factor and encouragement ranking. AC = Accessibility, SA = Safety,
SE = Security, CO = Comfort, AT = Attractiveness, HE = Health.

% Positive Comments
from Women

% Positive Comments
from MenAsp Factor % Average

18–34 35–64 ≥65 18–34 35–64 ≥65

C
O Shade 44.4% 50.0% 33.3% 75.0% 50.0% 33.3% 25.0%

C
O Departure Time 35.7% 14.3% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

C
O Vegetation 30.2% 66.7% 27.3% 53.8% 0.0% 18.2% 15.4%

H
E Physical Activity 30.0% 100.0% 40.0% 0.0% 0.0% 40.0% 0.0%

H
E Easing 29.8% 50.0% 63.6% 0.0% 28.6% 36.4% 0.0%

SE Accompaniment 28.3% 60.0% 0.0% 100.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Preference in Modal Choice 26.4% 15.8% 50.0% 16.7% 36.8% 22.2% 16.7%

A
C Sidewalk Width 25.2% 20.0% 27.3% 33.3% 30.0% 27.3% 13.3%

A
T Diversity 23.3% 100.0% 40.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

A
T Deterioration 22.7% 44.4% 11.8% 20.0% 22.2% 17.6% 20.0%

SE Visibility 21.2% 23.1% 0.0% 0.0% 53.8% 0.0% 50.0%

C
O Urban Furniture 21.0% 25.0% 14.3% 33.3% 25.0% 28.6% 0.0%

A
T Density 18.9% 0.0% 13.3% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Distance 18.8% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

A
C Material 18.0% 14.3% 33.3% 12.5% 14.3% 33.3% 0.0%

C
O Contamination 16.7% 0.0% 0.0% 71.4% 0.0% 0.0% 28.6%

A
T Sense of Belonging 16.4% 75.0% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 11.1% 0.0%

C
O Noise 14.9% 0.0% 0.0% 54.5% 16.7% 0.0% 18.2%

SA Signalling 14.7% 26.7% 0.0% 41.7% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0%

A
C Continuity of the pedestrian infrastructure 13.2% 38.5% 0.0% 33.3% 7.7% 0.0% 0.0%
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Table 4. Cont.

% Positive Comments
from Women

% Positive Comments
from MenAsp Factor % Average

18–34 35–64 ≥65 18–34 35–64 ≥65

C
O Weather 12.0% 0.0% 8.3% 45.5% 0.0% 0.0% 18.2%

A
C Architectural barriers and obstacles 6.0% 0.0% 9.8% 9.5% 0.0% 9.8% 7.1%

SA Friction with other Modes of Transport 5.7% 0.0% 0.0% 10.5% 0.0% 18.5% 5.3%

SA Wayfinding 5.6% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Travel Time 5.6% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Travel Time Availability 3.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 23.1% 0.0% 0.0%

SA Traffic intensity 3.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 11.1% 0.0%

A
T Design 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 7.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

SE Fear 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.3%

A
C Maintenance 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

A
C Walking Speed 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

SA Traffic speed 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Slope 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 5. Negative comments per factor and discouragement ranking. AC = Accessibility, SA = Safety,
SE = Security, CO = Comfort, AT = Attractiveness, HE = Health.

% Negative Comments
from Women

% Negative Comments
from MenAsp Factor % Average

18–34 35–64 ≥65 18–34 35–64 ≥65

A
C Maintenance 66.7% 100.0% 33.3% 60.0% 100.0% 66.7% 40.0%

SE Fear 46.9% 56.3% 33.3% 68.8% 43.8% 66.7% 12.5%

SA Traffic intensity 44.4% 70.0% 55.6% 60.0% 30.0% 11.1% 40.0%

SA Friction with other Modes of Transport 44.2% 60.0% 33.3% 52.6% 50.0% 48.1% 21.1%

SA Traffic speed 38.9% 33.3% 33.3% 50.0% 33.3% 33.3% 50.0%

SA Wayfinding 36.1% 50.0% 0.0% 50.0% 50.0% 0.0% 66.7%

A
C Architectural barriers and obstacles 34.0% 28.6% 31.7% 57.1% 21.4% 43.9% 21.4%

C
O Slope 33.7% 16.7% 100.0% 42.9% 0.0% 0.0% 42.9%

A
C Continuity of the pedestrian infrastructure 32.9% 15.4% 100.0% 25.0% 15.4% 0.0% 41.7%

A
C Material 32.0% 42.9% 16.7% 75.0% 28.6% 16.7% 12.5%
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Table 5. Cont.

% Negative Comments
from Women

% Negative Comments
from MenAsp Factor % Average

18–34 35–64 ≥65 18–34 35–64 ≥65

SE Visibility 31.4% 23.1% 50.0% 50.0% 15.4% 50.0% 0.0%

SA Signaling 29.7% 13.3% 0.0% 41.7% 6.7% 100.0% 16.7%

C
O Weather 29.7% 62.5% 16.7% 36.4% 37.5% 25.0% 0.0%

A
C Walking Speed 29.2% 50.0% 25.0% 0.0% 33.3% 66.7% 0.0%

A
T Density 27.8% 0.0% 20.0% 66.7% 0.0% 46.7% 33.3%

A
T Diversity 26.7% 0.0% 20.0% 100.0% 0.0% 40.0% 0.0%

C
O Distance 24.6% 40.0% 62.5% 0.0% 20.0% 25.0% 0.0%

C
O Preference in Modal Choice 24.5% 36.8% 5.6% 66.7% 15.8% 22.2% 0.0%

C
O Travel Time 23.6% 16.7% 16.7% 25.0% 25.0% 33.3% 25.0%

A
T Deterioration 20.9% 11.1% 17.6% 20.0% 11.1% 35.3% 30.0%

A
T Design 20.5% 20.0% 0.0% 64.3% 10.0% 0.0% 28.6%

A
T Sense of Belonging 20.1% 0.0% 11.1% 62.5% 0.0% 22.2% 25.0%

H
E Physical Activity 20.0% 0.0% 20.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Travel Time Availability 17.9% 7.7% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Urban Furniture 17.9% 0.0% 42.9% 16.7% 0.0% 14.3% 33.3%

C
O Noise 16.8% 16.7% 14.3% 27.3% 0.0% 42.9% 0.0%

A
C Sidewalk Width 16.8% 10.0% 13.6% 53.3% 10.0% 13.6% 0.0%

C
O Vegetation 12.7% 0.0% 27.3% 15.4% 0.0% 18.2% 15.4%

C
O Contamination 11.1% 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 16.7% 0.0%

SE Accompaniment 5.0% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Departure Time 4.8% 21.4% 0.0% 0.0% 7.1% 0.0% 0.0%

H
E Easing 3.6% 7.1% 0.0% 0.0% 14.3% 0.0% 0.0%

C
O Shade 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

As for the positive ones, average percentages place Shade as the most fostering element.
However, individual data per gender and age reveals that the variations amongst the
different groups are significant. As has been displayed in bold, there was no consensus
in terms of age or gender. There only coincidence seems to be departure time when
considering walking transportation for women of more than 65 and middle-aged men.

Regarding the negative ones, average percentages show that Maintenance is the factor
that hinders walkability the most. Nevertheless, and unlike what happened with the
positive comments, here young adults of both genders agree that lack of maintenance is the
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most threatening element in the urban environment. Other age groups, on the contrary,
chose other factors that did not even make it to the top five of most hindering elements.
This is the case of older women who found Physical activity and Travel Time Availability
as the most determining conditions to stop them from travelling on foot.

6. Discussion
6.1. Accessibility

The block of Accessibility received 27% of the total number of observations, being the
second most discussed block. Furthermore, out of all the factors, accessibility included three
of the ten most mentioned factors: architectural barriers and obstacles (11.3% considered
it the most important), pavement width (fourth place, 5.5% of all observations), and
the material used for the infrastructure (ninth place, 3.3% of all observations) (Table 3).
Nevertheless, the importance varied significantly depending on the type of pedestrian.
Older adults focused on the architectural barriers, mainly stairs or poorly executed recesses,
for a variety of reasons that restrict their free movements, such as mobility problems or
the use of canes or shopping carts [51]. They also worried about pedestrian infrastructure
maintenance, mainly loose or detached cobblestones, which might make them fall or
stumble. They highlighted using bituminous materials and heavier cobblestones as a
possible solution.

One woman from the older-adult FG commented on a personal situation regarding
loose tiles:

“Next to the San Francisco bus stop [ . . . ], there are four detached tiles that used to be of
heavy stone and none could lift or move them [ . . . ] Now, people run to catch the bus
and then . . . bump! (referring to people falling).” (76-year-old female).

For the middle-aged FG, obstacles are the primary problem in their pedestrian routes
(Figure 4, 41 mentions), pointing at the outdoor cafés as the main irritants to walkability flu-
ency, and the seniors agreed on that point. Terraces reduce the pavement width, sometimes
preventing pedestrians from participating in the economic activity of the neighbourhood
and not allowing synergies among the local retailers. Tables and chairs, together with the
associated noise were a lesser evil in the summertime, but now the new closed terraces are
opened every season, thanks to the gas stoves and the permanent shade provided by the
tent, becoming a permanent obstacle.

“Terraces mean business for the local government, but they are annoying for pedestrians
since they consume a lot of space” (50-year-old male).

The main differences are found among young people, who do not place accessibility
above the other aspects (Figure 3). Quality of the infrastructure, materials, and obstacles
are considered neutral as pedestrians, since saving time seems to be their main motivation.
Their main concerns of accessibility revolve around the material and the architectural
barriers (14 mentions each), which they closely related to each other and to travel time [52].

6.2. Safety

Safety shows the struggle between pedestrians and others means of transport to
achieve a fairer distribution of public space. This translate into the safety aspect being
the most conditioning and hindering one concerning walkability. In fact, all five factors
considered in the analysis are included in the first 12 positions of the discouraging factors
ranking (Table 5).

This study showed that traffic intensity becomes the most hindering factor of the
safety section for all types of pedestrians (44.4%), mostly among young women (70.0%).
Although a majority of comments on this issue were made by women (on average, 62%
of the total), many men pointed at the noise as the main conditioning factor in their route
choice derived from the intensity of traffic. Surprisingly, a close relationship was found
during the discussion between accidents, traffic intensity, and speed limits, matching what
the literature affirmed [40,53]. On most occasions, participants highlighted an association
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between the number of cars and comfort factors regarding traffic, such as noise and
pollution related to sensory safety, while ignoring physical safety.

Friction with other modes of transport is the second major factor that prevents pedes-
trians from feeling safe (Table 5, 44.2%). People over 35 years old focused on claiming the
sidewalk space that has been lost to motorcycles and the so-called new individual mobility
means of transport (i.e., bicycles, skates, scooters, etc.). They also complained about the
user’s lack of awareness and the excessive supply of these devices compared to the low
demand. The young adults group agreed on their willingness to take back the space the
private car uses nowadays in order to widen the distance and provide protective barriers
between pedestrians and cars.

“We do not realize that people with disabilities or carrying a shopping cart do not move as
easily as other people: they (motorbikes parked on pavements) are an obstacle, no matter
how much space there is on the sidewalk” (44-year-old male)

The importance of signalling both for young and older people is very important when
prioritizing walkability (Table 4, 14.7%). In both cases, a serious concern about traffic
light times was observed, both waiting times and crossing the street. The latter much
resulted critical for people over 65, mainly women. Older adults showed a deeper sense
of discriminatory treatment towards cars and the driving speeds, which creates a barrier
effect for pedestrians:

“I cross the street using this traffic light every day and I can walk at a normal speed, but
the traffic light does not last AT ALL.” (74-year-old female).

Finally, regarding signalling compliance, young women tend to look for and respect it
throughout their pedestrian routes, whereas men decide to respect it or not depending on
their travel time availability or the complexity of the crossroad.

6.3. Security

The feeling of insecurity in the public space is more significant in pedestrian mobility,
mainly among women at nighttime. In fact, an average of 50.0% (Table 5) of the women
raised this issue with a very negative connotation. Fear arose primarily in over 65 (100%)
and under 35 women (50.0%). Even if positive conditions are granted, such as proper
visibility, improved lighting, or being accompanied in unfamiliar places, some of the
participants were reluctant to undertake a night trip when other means of private or
shared transport are available (e.g., Uber, Cabify, etc.). This showed that women face
several security constraints to accessing public space, turning the streets into a hostile
environment [45]. However, men also expressed the feeling of insecurity while walking at
night, but they did not consider it a constraint. This finding highlights not only a matter of
gender inequality but also emphasized an important difference in the physical integrity
perception according to gender [54]:

“Indeed, gender matters. After a certain hour at night, I never walk and I use a door-to-
door transport. I always do it” (25-year-old female)

Older adults highlight the fear of attack or being mugged, especially at night, forcing
them to change or limit their routes, even avoiding leaving their house after sunset as a
precautionary measure.

6.4. Comfort

Comfort was cited as the most valued aspect by the FG participants, placing Shade
(44.4%), Departure Time (35.7%) and Vegetation (30.2%) as the three most mentioned
encouraging factors (Table 4). Thus, comfort can be considered the most important incentive
to walk. Nevertheless, Comfort has little representation in the top 10 more commented
factors (Table 3), being Preference in Modal Choice and Weather conditions the only ones
within the first positions.
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In fact, there was a long discussion on the preferred mode of transport (Table 3, 5.0%).
Walking arose as the means mostly chosen by females in terms of gender, and young adults
among the different age groups. While the middle-aged group considered the private
vehicle an alternative (both car and motorcycle), participants from the young and senior
groups did not mention it as a possible means due to economic and ability reasons.

The lack of time, normally worded as “rush” in the FG, was often the highlighted
reason for not walking in urban environments. Compulsory commuting, along with the
travelling time (Table 5, 23.6%) and distance (Table 5, 24.6%), placed walking as the second
option for urban transportation. On the contrary, when there is sufficient time, walking
becomes more relevant, turning distance and travel time into secondary conditionings
mainly amongst the youngest adults:

“In the morning, on my way to work, I take the shortest route, and when I come back home,
I prefer a wider street, which looks livelier and buildings look nicer” (25-year-old female)

Weather conditions were the second most commented factor of comfortability on
average (Table 3, 3.6%). Since the FG discussions occurred at the end of the spring and
early summer of 2019, heat and lack of shadow became the most influential aspect in the
urban environment, even affecting the modal choice:

“Weather conditions affect me the most: if the weather (referring to high temperatures or heavy
rain) is bad, I use public transport; but if the weather is fine, I walk” (44-year-old female).

Some studies mentioned this issue [55,56], with rain as the main weather conditioning
since these studies were conducted in humid climate areas. Thus, it can be concluded that
the time and place of the FG also affect the factors’ importance.

In the definition of pedestrian routes, vegetation is also a major incentive (Table 4,
30.2%) [52]. Vegetation providing shadow highly influences the route choice, mostly among
female walkers:

“In the summer, I change my daily route depending on the shade [ . . . ] if there is no
shadow, I walk around the block to avoid going down some streets” (25-year-old female)

6.5. Attractiveness

Attractiveness is the last factor in the proposed chain for pedestrian quality analysis
by literature. It accounted for a total of 15% of the comments–firstly Deterioration (Table 3,
6.4%), followed by Design (2.8%), Sense of Belonging (2.5%), and Density (2.5%).

Participants highlighted a deep discomfort at the lack of functionality in furniture and
public space design. To sum up, functionality was given greater importance than beauty in
a design. This view was expressed in comments as the one below:

“We place the value on having benches, fountains . . . , but their design does not match
the needs, they are useless” (44-year-old male)

Similarly, and closely related to design, pedestrians underlined the need to consider
the lifespan and the investment to avoid degradation in the original design. Degradation
was considered a demotivator and was linked to vandalism, dirt, and lack of public
awareness [57].

Another relevant factor is the Sense of Belonging and familiarity with the urban
environment and how these influence pedestrians’ routes. People are aware of the dif-
ferent attitudes towards familiar spaces in contrast with unknown areas. The concept of
neighbourhood has been repeatedly discussed, mainly in the middle-aged FG, in terms
of proximity and comfortability, as well as the sense of knowing how and where to go
and being able to participate in public-life activities. At the same time, prejudices around
certain areas, linked to criminality, affect their willingness to walk as a foreigner:

“If I am going to take a walk, I do it. If I go shopping, do errands, etc., I always do them
in the neighbourhood while avoiding the main streets for their excessive noise. [ . . . ] I do
not like walking in the city centre of Madrid” (44-year-old male)
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Finally, the density of economic activities is also a notable factor [58], mainly in the
middle-aged group. However, it is not always an incentive to define pedestrian routes. The
excessive gathering of certain commercial activities leads to the opposite effect on some
occasions, mainly among people aged 35–64 years. People also tend to avoid gentrified
areas because of the uncontrolled proliferation of certain uses [59].

6.6. Health

Health was included in addition to the suggested categories suggested by the literature.
Factors represented a total of 4% of the total comments in the FG discussions, showing their
low importance amongst people of different ages. Notably, in all of the sessions, a brief
introduction was needed without unnaturally leaving the discussion aside. All participants
recognized the benefits of walking to reduce their daily stress. “Escape from reality” or
“easing” is the main factor for health, with 73,5% (Figure 6, 25 out of 34 comments on
health) and 2.9% of the total comments (Table 3).

It was observed that participants did not consider physical activity as a moderate
sportive activity but as a question of mental health and helping them through the day
concerns. Although walking is considered to have important physical benefits, most of the
comments emanated from young females who supported modern technology and gadgets
as positive reinforcement and additional motivation to walk.

“When I look at my mobile phone and it says that you have accomplished your daily
objective, I am happy. It is a positive reinforcement” (25-year-old female).

On the contrary, senior women adults saw walking as a hindering aspect of pedestrian
transportation in terms of physical activity (Table 5, 100%). Fitness level, body sorrow and
slowness translated into fewer journeys on foot when longer ones were needed.

7. Limitations and Future Recommendations

The research faced some limitations that were managed successfully:

• Reduced sample groups: the fact that each FG presented a reduced number of atten-
dants eased the discussion process. Although the sample was not too big, different
target groups were present, and they had plenty of time to express their comments
and thoughts on the questions. Had it been other way, people would only have shared
limited insights, which would have drawn biased conclusions only based on the
predominant speakers.

• While allowing free debate in FGs, it is common to miss some gestures or non-verbal
comments to express their perception of the suggested topic. Thus, the reporter played
a crucial role in this regard and actively transcribed these messages and ideas to be
included in the word-to-word transcription.

8. Conclusions

Each transport mode has different effects on human health, in both positive and
negative ways [60]. For example, air and noise pollution from motorized traffic may lead
to health problems, such as stroke, diabetes, and lung cancer [61–63], while active modes
positively affect mental and physical wellbeing [8]. Thus, strategies towards promoting
walkability turn critical in order to address current problems and contribute to a healthier
urban environment.

This paper shows the results of several Focus Groups held in Madrid (Spain) to
define and assess the key factors conditioning pedestrians in the urban environment in the
framework of the DESPACIO project. The methodology has proven that selected context-
based indicators to be effective, as well as its hierarchization based on the percentage
of comments made by the participants, whose results are shown in Table 3. It was also
discussed along with an encouraging-factor ranking (Table 4) and a discouragement factors
ranking (Table 5), the latter two including the gender perspective.
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Each FG focused on completely different issues without approaching a real compar-
ison among measures. The results showed that health has become a new incentive to
encourage citizens to walk in urban environments as shown in the literature review [47,51].
Nevertheless, pedestrians considered emotional and mental health benefits above physical
health, not paying much attention to walking as physical activity of moderate intensity.
Thus, it is evident that “walking for transport” or “destination walking” should involve
mental escape and the enjoyment of the activity itself beyond the pure “strolling walking”,
establishing the need to develop a mixed approach.

At the same time, FG has proven to be a fundamental tool in order to examine trends
and social changes. Therefore, it can consolidate as a tool to re-evaluate and re-adapt the
methodology for potential new realities in pedestrian mobility, such as the inclusion of new
technologies as pedestrian mobility allies as shown in this paper. Further steps need to be
taken in this concern as the FGs were carried out months before the COVID-19 pandemic,
so possible changes and new trends could be assessed in forthcoming research.

Current new-technology trends also played a role in evaluating the factors promoting
walkability. Apps and access to new information on both the mental and physical benefits
of moderate exercise are driving new generations in terms of walkability.

Finally, it is suggested to introduce the age and gender perspective in the analysis of
pedestrian mobility and urban planning in future research projects focusing on pedestrian
behaviour analysis. The comparison between genders offered valuable insight into the
different factors affecting each of them, regardless of their journey purposes. Conditionings
varied amongst ages and genders and are also meant to be consequently introduced in
planning proposals to create more accessible, safe, attractive, comfortable and healthy
urban environments.
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